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RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Based on the facts and findings presented in the Director's Interpretation Decision, the Appeal Information,
and staff memoranda, staff Recommends Denial of APP 2018-0001 and APP 2018-0002 Appeals of
Director's Interpretation for Oregon Beverage Recycling Collective Beverage Container Redemption
Center (DI 2017-0003). This recommendation requires the City Council to make particular findings
specifically on the applicable approval criteria found in the Beaverton Development Code, Section
40.25.15.C.1-6.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE:
On April 30, 2018, the Community Development Director issued a decision on an application to determine
whether the Beverage Container Redemption Center (BCRC) operating at 9307 SW Beaverton-Hillsdale
Highway is permitted by the Beaverton Development Code (BOC) to locate in the Community Service
Zoning District.
The BCRC was originally granted a Design Review Compliance Letter on February 22, 2017, for
modifications to the exterior of the building. This land use decision was appealed to the Land Use Board
of Appeals, which remanded the decision to the City and identified the Director's Interpretation application
as the appropriate process for determining whether the BCRC use is permitted by the BOC as a permitted
use in the Community Service District.
INFORMATION FOR CONSIDERATION:
The applicant has provided a limited waiver of the 120-day processing period as mandated by the
Development Code and State law. The limited waiver extends the 120-day deadline to August 8, 2018.
The Council Final Order represents the final written decision of the City on this matter as described by
ORS 227.178.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

City Council

FROM:

Anna Slatinsky, Planning Division Manager

DATE:

July 11, 2018

SUBJECT:

Open Record on Appeals (APP 2018-0001, APP 2018-0002) of Director’s
Interpretation for OBRC Beverage Container Redemption Center (DI 2017-0003)

BACKGROUND
On June 19, 2018 the Public Hearing of the appeals of DI2017-0003 was conducted and the public
testimony portion of the hearing was closed, but the record for the appeal was left open according to the
following schedule:
Open record period
Rebuttal period
Final Applicant arguments

June 20 – June 26
June 27 – July 3
July 4 - July 10

No new testimony or evidence may be submitted unless the Council chooses allow for an additional round
of new evidence, rebuttal, and applicant final arguments. At the meeting on July 17, City Council will hear
final comments from staff and city attorney, and have the opportunity to deliberate and evaluate options
for taking action on the appeal.
MATERIALS SUBMITTED
Planning Division received the materials listed below during the extended open record period identified
above. Letters and emails are attached to this memorandum as exhibits. To reduce the bulk of the
package and conserve paper, the full record of submissions including additional supporting
documentation and exhibits submitted in support of letters and emails are available on the Beaverton
website at:
http://apps.beavertonoregon.gov/DevelopmentProjects/projects_byCategory.aspx?cat=Denney
Whitford/Raleigh West
In addition, one paper copy of the complete record will be available to view in person at the July 17
Council Meeting. If a Council Member desires to view a paper copy of any exhibit not provided with this
memorandum, please contact Anna Slatinsky at aslatinsky@BeavertonOregon.gov.
Materials submitted during the open record period from June 20-June 26:
Exhibit 1. Letter from Michael Robinson and Exhibits 1-18
Exhibit 2. Letter from E. Michael Connors and Exhibits A-I
Exhibit 3 Letter from Michael Neff and Exhibits A-K
Exhibit 4. Email from Trisha McPherren dated
Exhibit 5. Letter From Holly Bridgens
Exhibit 6. Letter from Ernie Conway
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Materials submitted during the rebuttal period from June 27-July 3:
Exhibit 7. Letter from Garrett H. Stephenson
Exhibit 8. Letter from E. Michael Connors and Exhibits A-B
Exhibit 9. Letter from Michael Neff and Attachments A-G
Exhibit 10.Video from Michael Neff (online only)
Exhibit 11. Email from Kerrie Trujillo
Exhibit 12. Letter from Rick Skayhan
Materials submitted by the applicant as final arguments by July 10:
Exhibit. 13 Letter from Michael Robinson
UPDATED RECOMMENDATION:
Based on the facts and findings presented in the Director’s Interpretation decision, the Appeal
Information, public testimony, and the Director’s memoranda, the Director recommends Denial of
APP2018-0001 and APP2018-0002, subject to the proposed Conditions Of Approval in Exhibit
14.
In addition, the director recommends that Planning Division undertake a study to determine the
appropriate approach to regulating Beverage Container Redemption Centers in the future, and submit
an application for a Text Amendment pursuant to Beaverton Development Code section 50.05.
NEXT STEPS
At the conclusion of the hearing on the appeal, the appellate decision making authority shall take one of
the following actions:
A. Continue the hearing to a date, time, and location certain, which shall be announced by the
Chair. Notice of the date, time, and location certain of the continued hearing is not required to
be mailed, published, or posted, unless the hearing is continued without announcing a date,
time, and location certain, in which case notice of the continued hearing shall be given as
though it was the initial hearing.
B. Reverse or affirm the decision under appeal, with or without conditions or changes.
1. If the decision making authority takes action pursuant to Section 50.70.9.B., the decision
making authority shall announce a brief summary of the basis for the decision, and that a
land use order will be issued as provided in Section 50.70.10.; provided, the proceedings
may be continued for the purpose of considering such land use order without taking new
testimony or evidence.
2. Provisions for holding a record open or continuing a hearing set forth in ORS 197.763 (6)
shall apply under this Ordinance in a manner consistent with state law.
C. Remand the decision to the decision making authority for further proceedings consistent with
the decision on appeal provided that the appellate decision making authority first determines
whether the remand would conflict with the City’s obligation under ORS 227.178 to issue a
timely final decision. If the decision is to remand, the purpose of the remand, including any
specific procedures or subjects to be addressed shall be directed to the decision making
authority.
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EXHIBIT 4

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Trisha McPherren <mcpherrent@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 23, 2018 3:11 PM
Anna Slatinsky
Mike Neff
Recent incidents at the Bottledrop

June 23, 2018
Dear Ms. Slatinsky,
I would like to tell you about the two incidents this week that had me calling the Bottledrop
supervisor, Claire Schmidt. One of those incidents resulted in a call to the code compliance
John Douglas, and I am waiting for a response.
In the first incident on the afternoon of June 20, 2018, I observed that several shopping carts
had been lined up in the shrubbery along the front of the property. They sat in such a way that
would constitute a trip hazard to pedestrians. I called Claire, and she promised to talk to the
employees about it.
The second incident involved a nuisance odor that was above and beyond the usual mixed drink
smell. On the afternoon of June 21, 2018, my children and I were in our yard at 9115 SW Club
Meadow Lane, when the odor of a chemical solvent and artificial pine scent reached us.
Personally, artificial pine fragrance is an asthmatic trigger for me, so I went in search of the
source. Walking several yards west on Club Meadow, we realized that the source was
Bottledrop, who had all doors (including the side roll-up) open for cleaning. I called and left a
voicemail with Claire. About an hour later, the smell had lessened, so again, I walked to where I
could see the building, and the doors had all been shut. We could still smell the solvent as far
away as the adjacent property, 9240 SW Club Meadow Ln. I again called and left a voicemail
advising Claire that I would now be calling the Beaverton Code Compliance Program for advice
about this use of cleaning products. I did call and leave a voicemail with John Douglas, but I
also wrote him an email that explained the issue. I can provide a copy if you would like it. About
an hour after all of this, Claire returned my call, told me that the facility cleans with Pine Sol, and
promised to look into it.
These are just two examples of the daily offerings that my neighbor Bottledrop provides. At the
City Council, neighbors were asked why we never complained, called code compliance, or tried
to work with the Bottledrop to come to a solution. I appreciate their advice. I am now calling
nearly every day.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
Sincerely,
Trisha McPherren
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EXHIBIT 6
June 26, 2018
E-Citizen@Consystency.Net

Mayor Denny Doyle,
Council President Lacey Beaty
Councilor Betty Bode
Councilor Mark Fagin
Councilor Cate Arnold
Councilor Marc San Soucie

Subject: Public Hearing on Appeals (APP 2018-0001, APP 2018-0002) of Director's
Interpretation for OBRC Beverage Container Redemption Center (DI 2017-0003)

Mr. Mayor and members of the Council,
As a NAC Chair, Traffic Commissioner, citizen advisory committee member for both citycounty TSP, CIP, and other projects, as well as a long-time volunteer in the Beaverton area, I
was moved to provide some additional thoughts after hearing the testimony at City Council
regarding the appeal of the Planning Director’s decision about the siting of the OBRC
facility.
The following are my opinions and mine only and do not represent the city of Beaverton,
any board or commission I serve on, or any other organization, group or person. I would
like to present three points for your consideration.
Redemption not Recycling
First, there is a difference between redemption and recycling, and it’s a difference that is
fairly intuitive: When you recycle, you put a mix of items into your curbside bin where it
will be hauled off to a facility to be processed, with no further expectation. But when you
collect items and return them to a location for the express purpose of getting cash back in
return, that is an act of redeeming.
Opponents of the OBRC facility continue to ignore the director’s observation that
processing is something done when recycling. But one theme is clear, whether implicit or
explicit by the testimony on both sides: When you drop things off at a recycling center,
such as Far West Recycling (more on that below), you drop it off in order to avoid having
materials like scrap iron and newspaper go directly into the landfill. That’s recycling, and
you expect nothing more. Some of the people who gave testimony, such as the scout leader
and the mother who lets her children carry a bag of cans, clearly noted that they are
redeeming deposit identified bottles and cans. That is, they are returning items with the
expectation of getting something back—in this case, money. People are not using OBRC in
the same way that they used FWR.
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A digression about Far West Recycling: In order to have meaningful dialogue, I believe
people should understand the area and its history when arguing an appeal. When
Councilor San Soucie asked if the appellants were familiar with FWR and the work it did in
Beaverton, not only did they not know about recycling in the area, they had not even heard
of FWR, which had been in Beaverton for 37 years. The people of Beaverton naturally
understand the difference between a recycling center (FWR) and a redemption center
(OBRC’s BottleDrop) because we’ve had the opportunity to use both. For the appellant to
insist that the OBRC facility is a recycling center akin to FWR shows a lack of understanding
about our city’s makeup. In addition, his insistence that recycling centers (which by his
definition includes BottleDrop) should be sited in industrial zones where they would be
welcomed and a better fit is simply false given that FWR did not want to close its facility
but was forced to when the new property owner did not renew their least in that particular
industrial zone. For 37 years, FWR was such an important facility in our community that
the Mayor himself engaged with them to try to find them a new home
(https://pamplinmedia.com/bvt/15-news/342763-222174-recyclers-need-to-relocate).
That the city of Beaverton was unable to find a suitable new location within the city
demonstrates that the appellant should not be making a blanket statement that the
applicant can simply move to an industrial zone.

Incorrect use of public safety
Second, the appellant and those opposing the OBRC facility have made arguments
regarding public safety as a negative effect and direct cause of the OBRC site. Nearly every
comment about personal safety and quality of life presented at this city council meeting is
similar to those presented to Council only weeks prior about homelessness and overnight
camping. These same comments have been used over and over for many local and citywide
issues — even in our NAC, we heard the same concerns before regarding changes involving
an unpopular grocery store chain, adult-themed shops, a new section of the Fanno Creek
Trail, and, most recently, when a drive-thru fast-food restaurant announced it would be
opening in our NAC. This indicates that the root cause of these concerns is not a particular
business but instead a range of complex and ongoing citywide problems. In other words,
when numerous citizens have the same reaction to completely different situations in
different locations, we have to consider that these are not isolated concerns but a general
theme the city needs to address; perceived correlation does not equate to direct causation.
Hearing about issues of crime and safety are not new to those of us who are continually
active in our community, but these issues have been becoming more numerous and visible.
Social media, online forums such as Nextdoor.com, and news outlets reflect a general sense
of this didn’t used to happen before in my neighborhood. Problems the citizens and
businesses of downtown Portland have faced for decades now seem to be spreading
outward into our area, something the surge in overnight camping seems to confirm.
Beaverton never had campers on the streets and homeless overflowing areas or our city,
now we do. But homelessness, overnight camping, increased crime, and drug use need to
be addressed at the city, county, or even state level rather than asking a single business to
bear the burden of an array of complex problems. Everyone in our community needs to
become part of the solution.
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Equal input for a decision
Finally, I feel that you should consider how heavily to weigh testimony submitted by
organizations or representatives of large groups if their conclusions were reached without
all interested parties in attendance. At the City Council meeting, the City Attorney pointed
out that anytime you let an appellant enter a statement, the applicant is not only allowed to
speak again but must always be allowed the final word. So if OBRC was never invited to a
meeting to present or explain their goals and purpose, how can a board make an informed
decision about whether to endorse, oppose, or take a neutral stance on a matter such as
this appeal? Only after hearing all of the parties involved can that board reach an informed
decision or verdict.
For instance, when our NAC was approached to host a meeting on this very issue, we did so
only after making sure all interested parties could attend, and we welcomed
representatives from both the applicant and appellant. In the testimony submitted to
Council, it is clear that another NAC did not follow that process. The other NAC only heard
one side of this discussion, which is unfair to the participants in this appeal process. How
can a NAC successfully facilitate meaningful, transparent, and accurate dialogue if they are
known to make decisions hearing with incomplete information. The NACs job with regards
to this process, is to educate the community about this land use processes, not undermine
businesses as they seek to use that process. As a long-time NAC chair, I pride myself on
making every effort to facilitate meetings that allow the presentation of the position of all
parties so everyone can make an informed decision. As noted at the Council meeting, our
NAC (Denney Whitford/Raleigh West), having hosted multiple meetings, facilitated
discussions that heard from both parties in this issue, still did not take a position on this
appeal. This is because during our discussion our longtime board members believed the
system was working as it should; to take a position would be to undermine the efforts of
both parties as they engage with the city on this issue.
In closing I realize reaching a decision about this or any city affair can be difficult,
especially where there is a lot of information to review, and this case is no different.
However, I gratefully appreciate your time and consideration of the points above as they
apply to this case, because I stand by my belief that only by continually taking part in the
process can we help to become part of the solution.

Sincerely,
Ernie Conway
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Schwabe

WILLIAMSON & WYATT®
EXHIBIT 7

July 3, 2018

Garrett H. Stephenson
Admitted in Oregon
T: 503-796-2893
C: 503-320-3715
gstephenson@schwabe.com

Via Em a il Be f o r e 5:00 P.M.
Mr. Denny Doyle, Mayor
City of Beaverton City Council
12725 SW Millikan Way
Beaverton, OR 97076
RE:

Applicant’s Second Open Record Period Response; City of Beaverton File
Nos. DI2017-0003, APP 2018-0002 (Oregon Beverage Recycling Cooperative)

Dear Mayor Doyle and Members of the City Council:
This office represents Oregon Beverage Recycling Cooperative (“OBRC”). This letter is timely
submitted on Tuesday, July 3, 2018 before 5:00 p.m. While this letter contains both argument
and evidence as those terms are defined in ORS 197.763(9)(a) and (b), this letter focuses on
responding to issues and evidence raised by Appellants in their respective second open record
period letters. As we stated in our letter dated June 26, 2018, the Applicant will reserve the
majority of its legal argument without new evidence for its final written argument.
On June 26, 2018, appellants, Brendan and Holli Bridgens and their family, Michael Matschiner,
Joseph Conrad, Trisha McPharren and her family, Jesuit High School, Rick Skayhan and his
family, and Glenwood 2006, LLC (collectively, the “Appellants”) submitted arguments and new
evidence as part of the first open record period in the above referenced case.
Appellants’ arguments generally focus on the perceived external impacts of the Redemption
Center and whether OBRC adequately responded to neighborhood concerns. Below is a
summary of each of the Appellants’ arguments contained in their submittals, together with our
responses to each argument raised. However, OBRC iterates that it has responded to
neighborhood concerns and has offered mitigation measures to ensure that it is a good neighbor.
These were detailed in OBRC’s letter for the first open record period and include the following
proposed mitigation measures:
“A.
Construction of an appropriately high solid fence with gates around the
dumpsters;
Construction of a six-foot high solid wooden fence along OBRC’s east property
B.
line from a point adjacent to Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway (consistent with a sight
distance analysis) to its property line on Club Meadow Lane (to add a harrier for the
single family dwelling).
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Mr. Denny Doyle, Mayor
July 3, 2018
Page 2
Blocking the stairM^ay be(M>een the Glenwood 2006 property and the OBRC
property at a location reflecting the properly line. OBRC will cooperate with Glenwood
2006, to the extent that GlenM/ood 2006 is willing to do .so, on the location and materials
for blocking the stairway (to discourage parking on the Glenwood 2006property).
C.

Installation of a sound-proof insulated loading dock door. The insulated loading
D.
dock door mh U further reduce the minimal odor and noise sporadically emittedfrom the
“backroom operations” M^hen trucks arrive for loading of redeemed beverage containers.
Installation of a sign at the pedestrian access to the OBRC facility stating,
E.
“Please be respectful of our neighbors by not talking loudly, loitering or smoking on this
property. ”
Installation of a six-foot solidfence on the south and west side of the BottleDrop
F.
window.
Signing “Employee Only” parking for the parking spaces on the OBRC properly
G.
east property line adjacent to the single family dwelling.
Requiring approval of a “Good Neighbor Agreement” between the City and
H.
OBRC that includes the following elements:
OBRC’s obligation to comply with applicable City noise, odor, hours of
1.
operation and truck access requirements now> or in future effective versions of the
Beaverton Municipal Code. Note: Some testimony indicated that OBRC trucks
arrived before 7:00 a.m. OBRC has investigated this testimony and determined
that the testimony w>as accurate. OBRC has instructed its trucks not to arrive
before 7:00 a.m.
A commitment to appear at homeowmers associations and recognized
2.
neighborhood association meetings w’hen requested to address questions or
concerns about operation of the OBRC facility.
Production of an annual report to the Beaverton Planning Department
containing a log of any complaints received and how! those complaints were
addressed.
3.

Publication of a contact person with an email address for persons to
4.
submit complaints or questions about the operation of the OBRC facility and a
commitment to respond within 72 hours to the complaint, if at all possible.
5.

Implementation of OBRC’s trespass policy.

schwabe.com
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Mr. Denny Doyle, Mayor
July 3, 2018
Page 3
Agreement to cooperate with the City, recognized neighborhood
6.
associations and homeowners associations on any City plans to address larger
societal issues associated Math homelessness and nuisance activities.
Agreement to cooperate with Jesuit High School on security issues
7.
concerning Jesuit High School’s property.
Further, OBRC mh U add additional staff to ensure faster customer service and to patrol
the OBRC property for litter. ”
After reviewing Appellants’ arguments and testimony contained in the first open record period
submittal, OBRC has decided to inelude two additional elements as part of the proposed “Good
Neighbor Agreement”:
Agreement to provide professional security during the OBRC’s operating
1.
hours, seven days a week.
Agreement to construct an “air knife” at the entrance to the OBRC facility,
2.
which is the most effective way to prevent odors from escaping from the facility.
As explained below, the Council has the authority to impose these as conditions of approval on
this Director’s Interpretation and OBRC would support these conditions.
RESPONSE TO APPELLANTS’ ARGUMENTS OFFERED DURING THE FIRST OPEN
RECORD PERIOD
1. Response to arguments raised by Glenwood 2006, EEC.
Glenwood 2006, LLC (“Glenwood”) raised a number of arguments through its attorney, Mr. E.
Michael Connors, in a letter dated June 26, 2018. Glenwood’s arguments are summarized below
and each is followed by OBRC’s response.
a. “The legislative history of the 2011 Oregon Bottle Bill demonstrates that the
legislature rejected a proposal to treat BCRCs as commercial uses and site
them in commercial zones.”
RESPONSE: Glenwood 2006 argues that because language in the original pilot project bill that
would have required local governments to allow the redemption centers in commercial zones did
not make it into the final program approved in 2015, the legislature did not intend for the
redemption centers to be eommereial uses. In so doing, Glenwood offers no evidence that this
provision was discussed or any explanation of why it was removed. Certainly, if this legal
requirement were still in place, a Directors Interpretation might not have been necessary. Thus,
the most plausible reason for the legislature not retaining that provision in the final legislation is

schwabe.com
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Mr. Denny Doyle, Mayor
July 3, 2018
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that it simply did not wish to preempt local government decisions regarding their own land use
regulations. It does not mean that they Redemption Centers are not commercial uses.
More importantly, though, is that no matter how one views the legislative history, it is clear that
the legislature did not view redemption centers as industrial uses and also did not view them as
“recycling centers.” What the legislature clearly did want, as explained in OBRC’s initial appeal
response, was for the redemption centers to be located in convenient locations near beverage
retailers, which supports OBRC’s position that the CS zone is entirely appropriate for a
redemption center.
b. “Even if the City Council wants to allow BCRCs in commercial zones, it
should require a conditional use permit.”
RESPONSE: BDC 10.50 provides that a similar use authorization is used to determine whether
a use is a “Permitted” use in a given zone “if the use is of the same general type and similar to
the allowed uses.” Therefore, the Director’s Interpretation process is not intended to establish a
new conditional use allowance, and such action would be inconsistent with LUBA’s direction
that the Council determine whether the Redemption Center is a permitted use in the CS zone.
However, to the extent that the Council wishes to impose conditions on this Director’s
Interpretation, it may do so pursuant to BDC 40.25.15.1.E and BDC 10.65(1). In fact, OBRC
has proposed mitigation measures based on public testimony and private concerns and
recommends that the City require these as conditions of approval. This includes a “Good
Neighbor Agreement.” Thus, a separate conditional use process would yield little more than a
fresh recitation of the same concerns and responses raised during this Appeal.
c. “OBRC attended NAC meetings after the City approved the BCRC and the
meetings were designed to promote the BCRC not address neighborhood
eoncerns.”
RESPONSE: Glenwood argues that City Planner Scott Whyte’s explanation at the NAC and
CPO-3 meetings that the use was already permitted evidenced some sort of callousness of OBRC
to neighborhood concerns and that its appearance at these meetings was for promotional
purposes only. The Council can reject this argument for three reasons. First, Mr. Whyte was a
City employee and his response to neighborhood concerns is irrelevant to the question of
whether OBRC wished to hear and respond to such concerns. Second, substantial evidence
submitted by OBRC during its first open record response demonstrates that it did then, and
continues now, to follow up with neighborhood concerns. In fact, it was not required to attend
the NAC meeting but did so in order to be a good neighbor. Third, most of the concerns raised
during the March 9, 2017 meeting were raised by Glenwood itself

schwabe.com
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d.

OBRC’s claim that it is willing to work with the neighborhood is
disingenuous and ineonsistent with OBRC’s actions.”

RESPONSE; OBRC offered a substantial amount of correspondence into the record in its first
open record response, which demonstrates that it is responsive to neighborhood concerns,
including emails between OBRC and the Bridgens family and Jesuit High School. OBRC also
offered a substantial number of mitigation measures and a “Good Neighbor Agreement” in its
first open record response, which is excerpted above.
As explained above, the Council has the authority to impose these measures as conditions of
approval and OBRC would support such a decision.
e. “The Beaverton Police Department analysis and other evidence supports the
neighborhood claims that the increase in criminal and security problems is a
direct result of the BCRC.”
RESPONSE: Glenwood argues that the Police Department letter demonstrates that an increase
in police calls are due to the Redemption Center. This point is contradicted by the very letter
that Glenwood offers, which explains that the data yield no conclusion as to whether this
increase in police activity was caused by the Redemption Center: “Without in-depth analysis of
specific public demand requests for police services, I am unable to draw causal conclusions
regarding the presence of the business located in question.” The letter goes on to explain that “in
some cases above, the sample size of reported calls is very small and may contribute to
significantly high percentage changes.” At bottom, the Police Department is unable to conclude
that an increase in calls has been caused by the redemption center and that given the small
number of calls in several categories, it does not claim that these increases are all statistically
significant. 1
Further, OBRC submitted the information that the City Council had before it on the camping
issue. The Police Report did not say that OBRC’s location was the cause of the increase. It is
equally possible that the increase in homelessness and camping, especially given the nearby
location of homeless camps to this area, is responsible for the increase, a possibility that Connors
ignores. The fact is that no reasonable person can conclude that OBRC is responsible for
problems affecting society in general, especially whereas here, the City Council is well aware of
a camping problem that is likely the cause of the problems that Connors complains of

' For example, the incidence of an “unwanted person” call went from six (6) between 5/15/16 and 3/15/17 to nine
(9) between 5/15/17 and 3/15/18 within a '/^ mile radius. The incidence of a “disturbance” went from four (4) to five
(5); “theft from vehicle” went from one (1) incidence to five (5) incidences; and “noise complaint” went from two
(2) incidences to five (5) incidences, during the same period and within the same radius. However, several
categories of calls saw no increase at all within the same '/4 mile radius. These include “behavioral health,” “vice
drugs,” “theft-shoplifting,” “littering,” and “prowler.” Finally, at least one category, “suspicious vehicle,” saw a
substantial decrease.
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f. “OBRC is violating the 7 am to 10 pm operating hours restrietions.”
RESPONSE: The Redemption Center’s normal operating hours are from 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM,
and the Green Bag drop door is available between 7:00 AM and 10:00 PM. Outside of those
hours, the public-facing portion of the facility is locked and inaccessible. And, as of the first
open record period submittal date, there have been no official noise complaints of any kind
submitted to the City. As for the testimony regarding trucks arriving at the OBRC facility prior
to 7:00 AM, we note that trucks are generally free to move up and down Beaverton-Hillsdale
Highway directly adjacent to the site at all hours of the day and night, and are likely far louder
than a parked truck. Nevertheless, OBRC has instructed its pick-up service to ensure that trucks
do not arrive before 7:00 AM and will continue to address any instance of an early pickup if they
occur in the future. For these reasons, the Council can find that the Redemption Center operates
within the allowable times permitted in the CS zone.
2. Response to arguments raised by Jesuit High School and certain individuals.
Jesuit High School and a number of individuals (together, “Jesuif’) raised a number of
arguments through its attorney, Mr. Michael Neff, in a letter dated June 26, 2018. Jesuit’s
arguments are summarized below and each is followed by OBRC’s response.
a.

The City Council should do a site visit to see the back area of the BCRC.”

RESPONSE: OBRC has provided a full description of its back-room operations, which includes
the use of machines to sort and package the containers for delivery. OBRC has proposed
installation of a new soundproof loading door that will prevent most sounds of this equipment
from being audible outside the building. While OBRC is happy to host any City Councilor on a
tour of the facility, a site visit this late in the process would further delay the Council’s decision
on the Application. Therefore, OBRC does not believe that a quorum of Councilors should visit
the facility before issuing a decision. And, any such visits would require new ex-parte
declarations by the Councilors with an opportunity for appellant’s to raise objections, which
would further delay the Council’s decision.
b. Pursuant to BDC 40.25, the public comment period should have occurred
prior to OBRC opening for business.
RESPONSE: Appellants have attached copies of letters and emails that have already been
submitted to the record and addressed by OBRC, so we do not re-address them in this letter. As
to the thrust of Jesuif s argument —that a public comment period should have been required
before the Redemption Center opened—both City staff and the Applicant believed in good faith
that the Redemption Center could be approved through a Type I Design Review and it was not
until LUBA decided otherwise that there was any reason for either OBRC or the City to require a
public approval process. At any rate, the Council can find that all Appellants have had an
opportunity to be heard through this Appeal process.
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c. Beaverton Municipal Code does not address BCRCs; thus, OBRC should
have pursued a Director’s Decision from the beginning.
RESPONSE: Because Senior Planner Scott Whyte scribbled “[t]he Beaverton Municipal Code
does not address such facilities directly” on a Local Government Notification Form, Mr. Neff
argues that a Director’s Decision should have been sought from the beginning. Putting aside that
such a writing on the form does not determine that a Director’s Interpretation should be required,
both City staff and the Applicant believed in good faith that the Redemption Center could be
approved through a Type I Design Review and it was not until LUBA decided otherwise that
there was any reason for either OBRC or the City to require a public approval process. As
explained above, this Appeal process has given all Appellants ample opportunity to raise and
explain their concerns.
d. City Council should conduct a site visit to determine if the backend
operations at the Beaverton BCRC are similar to those at the BCRC
Redmond and Bend locations.
RESPONSE: The Bend and Redmond locations are not subject of this appeal and the operations
of different facilities in different cities have no relevance here.
e. There has been a significant increase in security and safety ineidents in and
around Jesuit High School since BCRC began operating in May of 2017.
RESPONSE: As the record demonstrates, at the beginning of 2018, OBRC attempted to meet
with Jesuit High School to discuss ways in which it could address Jesuit’s security concerns.
Jesuit initially rebuffed OBRC’s offer to meet. Eventually, Jesuit agreed to meet with OBRC to
discuss ways in which OBRC might assist Jesuit employees with security. Despite its efforts,
Jesuit has generally been uninterested in working with OBRC and has instead sought to shut the
facility down. Even so, OBRC would still like to collaborate with Jesuit in creating the Good
Neighbor Agreement discussed above.
f. To equate the BCRC to a recycling and redemption center at groeery stores
is a false analogue because BCRCs are not aecessory uses.
RESPONSE: Mr. Neff refers to an unrelated land use decision, CU2012-0002, which concerns
the Beaverton Wal-Mart facility, to support his claim. That land use decision is not the subject
of this appeal. Furthermore, regardless of whether the redemption use at a grocery store is a
primary or accessory use, it is an allowed use. OBRC acknowledges that more bottles are
processed at the BCRC location than traditional grocery store redemption facilities, but the fact
remains: the bottle redemption use has always been part of the uses allowed in the CS zone.
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g. The noise, smell, trash, and safety issues are different and significantly more
invasive than those caused hy nearby fast food restaurants or other
commercial uses.
RESPONSE: In support of its assertion, Appellants include additional written testimony from
Holli and Brandon Bridgens. OBRC has previously met with the Bridgens to address their
concerns with noise, smell, and safety, as demonstrated by emails included as part of the record.
OBRC and the Bridgens discussed fencing, parking relocation, and sound deafening in the
BCRC. As mentioned above, OBRC is willing to provide these and other mitigation measures if
the Council affirms the Director’s Interpretation. Further, OBRC acknowledges it is bound by
the noise and odor BDC provisions that apply in the CS zone.
h. OBRC has not made effort to reach out to Richard Skayhan.
RESPONSE: Prior to his declaration submitted as part of the first open record period, OBRC is
unaware of any request made by Mr. Skayhan to meet with OBRC. Mr. Skayhan states that no
request to meet with him has been made through his attorney, and that he has asked his attorney
to advise him if such a request is made. Now that OBRC has been made aware that Mr. Skayhan
would like to meet, it would be happy to meet with him to discuss any issues he may have.
3. Conclusion
For the above reasons, the Council can reject arguments raised by Appellants during the second
open record period.
Sincerely,

_____

Garrett FI. Stephenson
GST:jmh
cc:

Mr. John Andersen (vm email)
Mr. Jules Bailey {via email)
Mr. Garrett Stephenson {via email)
Mr. K. C. Safley {via email)
Mr. Michael Connors {via email)
Mr. Michael Neff {via email)
Ms. Anna Slatinsky {via email)
Mr. Peter Livingston {via email)

PDX\133072\239871\KCS\23339902.1
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EXHIBIT 11

July 2, 2018

Anna Statinsky
Planning Division
City of Beaverton
P.O. Box 4755
Beaverton, OR 97076
RE: City of Beaverton Notice re Oregon Beverage Recycling Cooperative Beverage Container
Redemption Center,

Dear Ms. Statinsky:
I am a 15-year resident of the Royal Woodlands neighborhood, just south of the Bottle Drop
recycling center. I am writing to bring your attention to how the siting of the Bottle Drop has
affected my neighborhood and my family’s quality of life.
First, I am very sympathetic to the low-income and homeless population. I am the board
president of Farmers Market Fund, a non-profit that raises money to help low-income and
underserved communities buy fresh fruits and vegetables at area farmers markets. I also
contribute to various organizations throughout the year that assist the homeless. Also, I am a big
fan of the Bottle Bill.
Since the Bottle Drop has opened, we have experienced car prowls, suspicious people drinking
and loitering in our neighborhood, and trash and human feces on sidewalks. We have found
needles in MacMillan Park, just three houses down from our home. Other neighbors have
reported suspicious strangers ringing their doorbells late at night, going through their trash and
intimidating them while out walking in the neighborhood. My husband noticed a homeless man
with a shopping cart full of bottles and cans loitering in our neighbor’s back yard while they
were away at work. We recently had to install security and doorbell cameras because we simply
do not feel safe.
My daughter is 17 and takes the public bus from Fred Meyer on Beaverton Hillsdale Highway to
our house in the Royal Woodlands neighborhood. Several weeks ago, a homeless man with a
sack full of cans and bottles intimidated her at the bus stop and she had to call my husband to
pick her up.
I do not understand why the City and the ORBC failed to engage the community in the decision
to site the Bottle Drop on Beaverton Hillsdale Highway. It appears to us that the lack of public
transparency was intentional. We had no idea the center was going into the former Pier One
location until the sign was installed. The Bottle Drop takes the place of approximately 19 former
drop off locations. Having this amount of activity concentrated in a small location, near
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residential neighborhoods, businesses and a high school, is a public safety concern for me, my
family and my neighbors.
I hope that you will agree that Beaverton City code should be enforced and that the Bottle Drop
Center should be relocated to Beaverton’s industrial area.
Thank you for your consideration.

Karie Trujillo
4770 SW Chestnut Place
Beaverton, OR 97005
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EXHIBIT 12

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rick Skayhan <ricks@lacoinsurance.com>
Friday, June 29, 2018 9:28 AM
Anna Slatinsky
FW: Bottle Drop City Council Meeting Last Tuesday

Mayor Doyle & City Council Members,
Last week’s meeting regarding the siting of the Bottle Drop revealed two things:
1) City planners can make mistakes. Had your staff planner known the impact of the current Bottle Drop
location to the neighborhood at large I doubt she/he would have let them proceed without proper
neighborhood input and the appropriate impact studies. It’s obvious from the testimony that
consolidating that many neighborhood households down to one single drop site has caused resident
safety issues, an increase in traffic, increased noise levels, terrible smells, rodents, et al.
2) The Grocery lobbyist admitted that this process hadn’t gone well. The impact to the people who live
behind the Bottle Drop and across the way in Royal Woodlands is far beyond what they (OBRC)
expected. In his own words, “we have work to do”. OBRC cannot afford to be tone deaf to our appeal.
This entire thing is a mistake that needs to be corrected by you - our political leadership.
The Bottle Drop is not “similar use” when it’s the only location available. If it were a restaurant,
professional office, or other retailer we who live here have choices of whether or not to patronize the
business. Our neighborhood has many “retail” options but only one bottle/can recycle location. The fact
that there’s no accurate definition for what this type of recycle facility really is (using plain language)
speaks volumes as to why this entire mess is a mistake.
Please do the right thing - fix this siting error. The negative impact to our neighborhood is real. The
remedy should focus on relocating OBRC’s Bottle Drop to the most appropriate industrial location. As
our civic leaders, this is your duty. Proper siting results in a return to living/working in a safe place for
our neighbors, school children, and businesses.
I vote, so please implement the proper code. It’s the right thing to do.
Susan Skayhan
4820 SW Chestnut Place
Beaverton, OR 97005
susanskayhan@gmail.com
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EXHIBIT 13

Michael C. Robinson
Admitted in Oregon
T: 503-796-3756
C: 503-407-2578
mrobinson@schwabe.com

Mr. Denny Doyle, Mayor
City of Beaverton City Council
12725 SW Millikan Way
Beaverton, OR 97076
RE:

Applicant’s Final Written Argument; City of Beaverton File Nos. D.I2017-0003,
APP 2018-0002 (Oregon Beverage Recycling Cooperative)

Dear Mayor Doyle and Members of the City Couneil:
This office represents Oregon Beverage Recycling Cooperative (“OBRC”). This letter is timely
submitted on Tuesday, July 10, 2018 before 5:00 p.m. This letter constitutes the Applicant’s
final written argument in the above-referenced matter.
1. Introduction and Summary of Argument in favor of affirming the Director’s
Decision.
This is the Applicant’s final opportunity to communicate with the City Council and the public
about why the Direetor’s Interpretation should be affirmed. The Applicant has three initial
eomments before explaining in more detail why the City Council can affirm the Director’s
decision and approve the application.
First, the Applicant appreciates the Director's support for the application and the Director’s
finding twice that the redemption center is a similar use to permitted uses in the Community
Service (“CS”) zone. The Director’s decision is well-reasoned and is supported by substantial
evidence in the whole record. The City Couneil is well within its discretion to affirm the
Direetor’s decision.
Second, the Applicant appreciates the testimony of all of its neighbors and other persons,
including persons who use and benefit from the redemption center, the various social programs
the center supports, and also the neighborhood associations. While it’s clear that many persons
support the application, as evidenced by the written and oral testimony in support of the
application, it’s also clear that many persons believe that the Applicant can do a better job of
managing the center and external impacts from the center. The Applicant will commit to being
as transparent as possible about the redemption center’s operation and to aggressively respond to
any and all timely eomplaints about the operation. The Director’s proposed conditions of
approval - which the Applicant will agree to - are appropriate and are feasible to be
implemented.
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Third, the redemption center is part of this state’s long legacy of environmental stewardship.
The record amply demonstrates that the redemption center is the most important and effective
way that the state keeps beverage containers out of landfills and off of our streets. In order to
function successfully, redemption centers like this one need to be located conveniently to the
public and not in dangerous and inconveniently located industrial zoning districts. An industrial
zoning district would not only be inappropriate, but would present a danger to individuals using
the redemption center and would compete with industrial businesses for precious industriallyzoned ground.
The City Council can affirm the Director’s decision for the following reasons:
a. The Director correctly found that the approval criteria for the determination are
satisfied by substantial evidence in the whole record. The redemption center is
another business, just like the many other businesses allowed in the CS zone.
b. The redemption center is not a recycling use. The center redeems beverage
containers to return deposits to consumers, and prepares them for transport to
plants where the containers are recycled. “Recycling” is turning something into a
different product, which does not occur at this location. Further, the “back room”
operations have been occurring for years at grocery stores in the CS zone, in
addition to the actual redemption activity.
c. The redemption center is not similar to uses allowed in the IND zone and because
it is not a recycling use or other type of industrial use, it is inappropriate to direct
it to the IND zone.
d. If the redemption center is not allowed in the CS zone and is not an industrial use,
then the City’s citizens, who use and rely on the redemption center, will be
deprived of a convenient location to redeem their beverage containers.
e. Some activities described by and objected to by some of the redemption center's
neighbors have already been addressed and can be further addressed through the
implementation of the reasonable and feasible conditions of approval, including a
“Good Neighbor Agreemenf’, which will foster conversation between the
redemption center and its neighbors. The conditions include, among other things,
a sound-blocking wall on the east property line, a new insulated door at the
loading door, an “air knife” to control odors at the front door, blocking the
stairway on the west property line, additional security on the property during
business hours and regular security patrols during other hours, a limitation on how
long loading and unloading activities can occur (thus limiting the time during
which the loading door is open and minimizing noise and odor from the loading
door), obtaining a noise study that may contain other recommendations, and a
commitment to promptly respond to all complaints.
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The City Council has the authority to impose the conditions of approval and the
City may enforce them. OBRC has been working closely with Staff on these
conditions, which will be fully detailed in a Staff Report, and supports them.
f.

Other issues, like drug use, are clearly societal problems that will occur anywhere
and are unrelated to the redemption center. For the sake of discussion, if those
activities are linked to the redemption center, then moving the redemption center
simply moves the undesirable activities rather than addressing them. But the City
Council can find that the societal problems, including drug use, are not caused by
the redemption center; the record shows that the City has had to address camping
on public streets and the attendant problems associated with camping and that
drug use occurs in many locations, including libraries. The solution is not to
punish the innocent business owner who also wants to address the problem but to
impose conditions of approval that allow the Applicant, its neighbors and the
City, to address the issue and to assure that the business is not a location where
such activities are tolerated. Even Jesuit High School, a respected member of the
community, must police its property to avoid these incidents. This is no different
than what is proposed for this use.

g. The Redemption Center can and has responded to complaints when those
complaints were brought to its attention but many if not most of the complaints in
this record were not presented to the Applicant and it had no opportunity to
correct them. The Applicant cannot be expected to respond to concerns that it is
unaware of It can and will be held accountable if the City Council adopts
conditions of approval that mandate prompt responses to complaints. Further, the
record shows that prior to the City Council hearing, no complaints were received
by the Code Enforcement office and the Police Department had issued no
citations. Further, the Police Department’s report does not conclude that the
redemption center is responsible for the small increase in the number of violations
in the area nor that those incidents would not have occurred but for the
redemption center’s presence in the area.
h. OBRC has a comment on the videos included in the record. The June 30 video
shows the roll up door and the main door to the back of house operations open
while not actively in use. Signage inside already tells employees to shut those
doors when not actively in use. OBRC plans to install an automatic door to
ensure that the door remains closed when not actively in use.
The July E‘ video is obviously very concerning. These individuals are in a spot
that makes it very difficult to see their activity from OBRC’s cameras. This kind
of activity is far too common in the community, and has a very negative effect on
businesses, including ours. OBRC will commit to provide additional security to
ensure this sort of behavior no longer occurs. Denying the application or
requiring the use to be in another zone does not address the issue; it only shifts its
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location. We should instead focus on how conditions can address these issues, like
conditions of approval can do.
But, the better answer is that the drug use is unrelated to this beverage container
redemption use or its location. It’s a fact that drug use is all around use, in places
like libraries and coffee shops. Drug users will not disappear from Beaverton or
this area if the application is denied. It’s unfortunate that the response to a video
taken of private property didn’t result in a call to OBRC to make it aware of the
issue.
i.

Finally, this will be a decision that will leave some persons unhappy but the right
conditions of approval will largely address their concerns. This CS zoned property
will always have some impacts regardless of the use because of the proximity of
residences to the property. The goal should be to approve the use with conditions
that addresses identified issues. The correct and lawful action for the City
Council to take is to affirm the Director’s Decision because it meets the approval
criteria with responsible and stringent conditions of approval that address the
issues that City Council believe warrant addressing. A denial does not solve the
problems identified that people are most concerned about and it does not provide
the citizens with an appropriately located redemption center as intended by
Oregon’s Bottle Bill.

The remainder of this letter provides more detailed responses to issues raised in testimony to the
City Council. This letter contains no new evidence.
2. Legal Conclusions
The Beaverton Development Code (“BDC”) requires that, when a use does not clearly fall into
one or more of the categories of uses permitted in Beaverton, the Planning Director must
determine whether that use is permitted in the zone proposed for it.
“Authorization for Similar Uses. The Director may authorize that a use, not
specifically named in the allowed uses, be Permitted if the use is of the same
general type and is similar to the allowed uses; provided, however, that the
Director may not permit a use already allowed in any other zoning district of this
Code. Application for such a decision shall be processed as a Director’s
Interpretation, as provided by Section 40.25. of this Code.”
BDC 10.50. (emphasis added).
In response to a remand order by the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (“LUBA”), OBRC
applied for a Director’s Interpretation to determine whether its Beaverton Redemption Center is
permitted in the CS zone. As noted above, the Director’s Interpretation is the proper and
required process by which the City makes this determination; a legislative code amendment is
neither necessary, nor appropriate.
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The approval criteria for a Director’s Interpretation are set forth in BDC 40.25.1.C; of these, the
two substantive criteria are as follows:
“3. That the interpretation is consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan and
other provisions within the Development Code.
4. When interpreting that a use not identified in the Development Code is a
Permitted, Conditional, or Prohibited Use, that use must be substantially similar to
a use currently identified in the subject zoning district or elsewhere in the
Development Code.”
There has been little debate in this Appeal that allowing the Redemption Center in a CS zone is
consistent with applicable provisions of Beaverton’s Comprehensive Plan (the “Plan”). Plan
Goal 3.7.3 establishes the following policies for '"Community Commercial" areas:
"a) Allow commercial uses at a range of scales, including large-format retail, to
address community needs.

c) Prohibit land-intensive vehicle sales and service uses and uses requiring
extensive outdoor storage.
d) Use development standards and/or conditional use review to address potential
issues related to compatibility of commercial uses with adjacent housing,
including noise, access and parking."
The Director and OBRC have provided substantial findings explaining why finding the CS zone
to permit the Redemption Center is consistent with these and other provisions of the Plan. See,
Application 13-16; Exhibit A of the April 30, 2018 Notice of Decision at 1-3; June 12, 2018
Staff Report at 4-5; OBRC .lune 11, 2018 Letter at 10-11.
The key legal issue in this Appeal is Criterion 4: whether the Redemption Center is
“substantially similar” to other uses permitted in the CS zone. OBRC has offered substantial
evidence to support a finding that Criterion 4 is met, which includes:
■

■

A complete application, dated December 21, 2017, which explains why the City can find
that the Redemption Center is substantially similar to a “service business or professional
services use” and explains why allowing the Redemption Center in the CS zone is
consistent with applicable goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan;
Photographic and written evidence demonstrating that the term “recycling center” is
ambiguous and that the Redemption Center is not a “recycling center” as that term is
properly construed in the BDC.
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■

■
■
■
■

■

■
■

A complete Transportation Impact Study, dated March 20, 2018, which demonstrates that
the Redemption Center will not adversely impact the existing transportation system and is
similar in terms of traffic generated to a variety of other retail and service uses;
OLCC approval for the Redemption Center and its convenience area, dated December 9,
2016 (Exhibit 1);
A map of the convenience zones for the Tigard and Beaverton Redemption Centers
(Exhibit 1);
A list of zoning designations of all redemption centers, which demonstrates that all but
three are located in commercial or mixed-use zones;
A Metro Solid Waste Facility License Application demonstrating the difference between
an actual recycling center (Environmentally Conscious Recycling), which handles some
90,000 tons of mixed recyclables and organic debris per year, and the Redemption
Center;
A letter dated March 6, 2018 that explains why, in addition to finding that the
Redemption Center is similar to a “service business or professional services use,” the
Council can also conclude that it is substantially similar to the “retail trade” category;
Examples of recycling centers and transfer stations, including the Hillsboro Landfill and
Tualatin Valley Waste Recovery facility and Metro South Transfer Station; and
Letter from Sen. Mike Dembrow and Rep. Ken Helm, chairs of the legislative
committees responsible for the BottleDrop program, which explains that those
committees understood the Redemption Centers to be commercial uses, not industrial
uses.

The Director considered the evidence before her and found that the Redemption Center is
“substantially similar” to other uses permitted in the CS zone for a number of reasons, which
include the following:
■
■

■
■

■

The Redemption Center is a new type of use recently created by the legislature (Exhibit
A to Decision at 4);
The Redemption Center does not fit within the use category of Salvage Yards, Recycling
Centers and Solid Waste Transfer Stations because that use category denotes uses with a
substantially higher external impact than the Redemption Center (Id. at 4-5);
That the Redemption Center is not similar to other examples of recycling centers and
transfer stations, and does not meet the City’s definition of “Salvage Yards” (Id.);
That the Redemption Center is substantially similar to three use categories permitted in
the CS zone, “Service Business and Professional Services,” “Eating and Drinking
Establishments,” and “Retail Trade,” based on the following factors (Id. at 6-7):
o The users or customers that the establishment services;
o Noise, odors, and other potential impacts;
o Whether the use is outdoors or enclosed; and
o The volume and type of traffic generated by a use;
In addition to the above, the Director observed that the “specific activity of beverage
container redemption that takes place at the OBRC facility has been part of ordinary
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grocery store operations since the bill was passed in 1971,” and that the Redemption
Center is most similar in terms of its essential characteristics to a grocery store. Id. at 8.
In so doing, the Director applied Criterion 4 consistent with the purpose statement for the CS
zone, which is to "provide for a variety of business types compatible with and of similar scale to
commercial activities found principally along the City's major streets." BDC 20.10.10.2. Thus,
the Director properly focused on whether the Redemption Center is of a “similar scale” and,
based on its physical and operational characteristics, is “compatible with” other uses in the CS
zone.
The Director never characterized her decision as an “impacts analysis,” but even if she had, there
is nothing in the BDC that would prohibit an interpretation based on the physical and operational
characteristics or “impacts” of a use. As explained in OBRC’s June 26 letter at 11-12, if one
were to make any use that handles a recyclable material a “recycling center,” as Glenwood
would have it, several permitted uses in the CS zone would now only be allowable with
Conditional Use permits in the IND zone. At bottom, the Council can find that in the absence of
any specific analyf cal methodology required by the BDC, the Director applied best planning
pracf ces by analyzing the elements of a land use that can be readily measured and that actually
matter for land use purposes, such as the size of the Redemption Center, the type of customers it
attracts, the traffic that it generates, as well as the need for convenient access to a bottle return in
commercial areas.
In conclusion, the Director made a well-reasoned decision, and as described herein and in
OBRC’s prior testimony, there is no basis upon which to reverse the Director’s decision. The
Redemption Center is well supported - the Council heard a substantial amount of positive
testimony and received a petition signed in support of the Redemption Center by hundreds of
OBRC patrons. The Council should find that the Decision was correctly decided, but with the
proposed conditions of approval and Good Neighbor Agreement, discussed above, it can also
find that the Beaverton Redemption Center can continue to provide its important service while
being a good neighbor.
3. Response to Arguments Raised by Glenwood 2006, LLC
In Mr. Connor’s July 3, 2018 letter, Glenwood 2006, LLC purports to respond to Applicant’s
first open record response. However, Glenwood spends the vast majority of its ink repeating and
repurposing arguments it raised during the hearing and before. Despite Glenwood’s escalating
stridency, its July 3 letter has little, if anything, to add. It does, however, make a number of
fallacious arguments that mischaracterize OBRC’s prior testimony, incorrectly defines the
approval criteria, and attempts to misdirect the Council from fairly applying the approval criteria.
a.

OBRC has never taken the neighborhood complaints seriously.”

RESPONSE: Glenwood repeats its arguments that OBRC ignored it and is only now offering
mitigation measures that Glenwood requested before. The Council should reject this argument
for a number of reasons.
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First, OBRC’s specific dealings with Glenwood have no bearing on the approval criteria.
Second, this assertion is patently false. OBRC has spent countless hours attending meetings with
neighborhood groups and Appellants, and corresponding with individuals who have contacted
OBRC about the Redemption Center. These interactions were explained in detail in OBRC’s
June 26, 2018 letter.
Third, Glenwood is simply incorrect when it asserts that OBRC “never followed through on its
agreement with the Bridgens.” OBRC’s mitigation proposals to the Bridgens (moving employee
parking to the rear, installing additional sound proofing, and installing new fences) are virtually
identical to the mitigation measures that OBRC proposed in its June 26 letter. Moreover, OBRC
did install new window glass at the Redemption Center, as demonstrated by Exhibit 17 of
OBRC’s June 26 letter. It did not yet restripe the parking lot because ultimately, it was unclear
that this would have any impact. The new fencing has not yet been installed because OBRC was
initially advised by City staff that additional fencing would require a modification to its site
design approval. Also, once the project was remanded by LUBA, OBRC was understandably
reticent to spend additional money on further mitigation measures until this Appeal is resolved.
However, new fencing is part of OBRC’s proposed conditions of approval.
Finally, to the extent Glenwood previously requested many of the mitigation measures OBRC
proposes, it is unclear why Glenwood would continue to object to the Application.
b.

“The central question in this appeal is whether the BCRC qualifies as a
Recycling Center.”

RESPONSE: Glenwood again attempts to make the argument that whether the BCRC is a
“recycling center” is the key issue in the appeal. On the contrary, it is not at all what the approval
criteria require.
It is absolutely true that BDC 10.50 and 40.25 prohibit the Director from making a similar use
determination for a use that is identified elsewhere in the zoning code. Flowever, neither staff,
OBRC, nor LUBA agreed with Glenwood that the Redemption Center fits within the use
category “Salvage Yards, Recycling Centers and Solid Waste Transfer Stations.” This is for
three reasons that have been fully explained in the record, and are summarized below:
First, there is no definition of “recycling center” in the BDC that would compel the City to find
that the Redemption Center is permitted in another zone.
Second, the Oregon legislature deliberately defined the use as a “redemption center,” and for
good reason: unlike a “recycling center” that takes a wide variety of discarded materials for any
purpose, a “redemption center” is a single-purpose facility. That purpose is to return deposits to
people who return beverage containers, and redemption centers must be located in sufficiently
close proximity to beverage retailers to make those container returns convenient. The
Redemption Center can be compared to EcoBinary’s specific-purpose facility, which the City
apparently determined not to be a “recycling center” and which is also located in the CS zone.
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Third, aside from the semantics of the word “center,” a redemption center cannot squarely be
considered a “recycling center,” as that term is interpreted in the context of that use category;
that is, even if a redemption center were a “recycling center” of some kind, is not the kind of
recycling center that is similar to a “salvage yard” or “solid waste transfer station,” both of which
are considered very high-impact uses.* This point is further supported by the fact that “Salvage
Yards, Recycling Centers and Solid Waste Transfer Stations” are permitted in only one zone—
JNP)—and even then, only with an approved conditional use permit. It strains credulity to
suggest that a 10,000 square foot redemption center, which operates entirely indoors and is used
by retail end-point customers, should require a conditional use permit to operate in the IND
zone, which allows, among other things, warehousing, distribution, “fuel oil distributers,”
“manufacturing, fabricating, assembly, processing, packing, and storage,” “heavy equipment
sales,” and “wholesale or retail lumber, building and or landscaping materials yard” as uses
permitted outright. CDC 20.15.20. There is simply nothing similar in scale, impact, or any other
measurable attribute of the Redemption Center that makes it similar to a salvage yard, recycling
center, or solid waste transfer station.
For the above reasons, the Council should reject Glenwood’s argument.
c. “OBRC has been foreed to repeatedly change its position on the legal
standards for determining the nature of the use and the substantially similar
test because its underlying claim is fundamentally flawed.”
RESPONSE: The Council should reject this argument for several reasons.
First, such arguments fail to clearly address the approval criteria.
Second, OBRC has not “changed its position” on whether the Redemption Center is
“substantially similar” to other uses identified in the CS zone, as required by CDC 40.25.15.
OBRC has always asserted that these criteria are met. The fact that it explained throughout this
process that the Council can find that the Redemption Center is substantially similar to both the
“service business or professional services use” and “retail trade” categories lends further support
to the Application, it does not detract from it. Moreover, there is nothing in either the BDC or
state law that prohibits an applicant from offering multiple legal theories that may support its
application.
Finally, many of Glenwood’s characterizations of OBRC’s arguments are disingenuous. First,
OBRC did not “admit” that it conducts recycling on page 7 of its June 11, 2018 letter. But at any
rate, such argument does nothing to prove that the Redemption Center is not substantially similar
to other uses in the CS zone. Second, OBRC never “changed its position” regarding other
regulatory definitions; it has always explained that other jurisdictions’ definitions of “recycling
center” are not binding on the City. Third, Glenwood’s assertion that OBRC is “now backing off
' Courts have long interpreted meanings of words based on the surrounding terms in the same statute or ordinance
by using the interpretive doctrine oV'noscilur a sociis,” which roughly translates as “a word is known by the
company it keeps.”
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the impact-test” is a gross mischaracterization of ORBC’s prior testimony. The point that OBRC
has made from the beginning is that the Redemption Center should be judged by its intrinsic
aspects: its size, scope, traffic generation, compatibility with other commercial uses, etc. As a
service that is required to be open to all, it should not be judged by the behavior of a small
minority of people who might engage in petty nuisances.
Finally, Glenwood’s statement that the Redemption Center “meets the dictionary, regulatory and
industry definitions of a recycling center is plainly false because it has failed to identify a single
accepted dictionary, regulatory, or industry definition of “recycling center” that is binding on the
City. In fact, it has failed to identify a dictionary definition or industry definition of “recycling
center” at all.
d. OBRC failed to provide evidence to support the claim that the City treated
grocery store recycling facilities as a retail use or that the BCRC is the same
as these grocery store facilities.
RESPONSE: There can be no serious question that grocery stores have accepted and in some
cases continue to accept returned beverage containers and refund deposits. There is also no
question that retail trade, which includes grocery stores, is permitted in the CS zone.^ As the
Director explained, bottle returns have been part of grocery store uses since the beginning of the
bottle bill and grocery stores are permitted in the CS zone.
Secondly, in making such an argument, Glenwood uses inconsistent, fuzzy logic. On the one
hand, Glenwood has continually argued that it is the act of returning a bottle that should
determine the use, and not the scale of that use or its similarity to other uses in the CS zone. See,
e.g. Mike Connors letter, dated May 14, 2018 at 5 (“the similarity of the uses depends on the
nature of the use itself, not just its size or impacts”). Now it argues that the Redemption Center
is different than a bottle return in a grocery store precisely because of its size and impacts.
Putting aside Glenwood’s scattershot analysis of the issue, the fact that bottle returns have been a
common feature in Beaverton’s commercial zones and the fact that the Redemption Center is
similar in scale to other permitted commercial use categories are relevant to, and support, the
Director’s Decision. The Council should reject Glenwood’s arguments for these reasons.
e. OBRC failed to provide evidence to dispute the appellants' evidence that the
BCRC includes processing activity in the backroom area.
RESPONSE: Glenwood argues that “one of the key issues of contention is whether or not there
is any proeessing activity taking place in the back of the BCRC.” That statement is simply
incorrect. Again, regardless of whether the Council finds that there is “processing” occurring in

^ See BDC 20.10.20. The BDC defined a “retail store” as “a place of sale to the ultimate consumer for direct
consumption and not for resale.” BDC Ch. 90, pg. DF-44.
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the back of the Redemption Center, that fact does nothing to disturb the Director’s conclusion
that the Redemption Center is “substantially similar” to other uses in CS zone.
And, the Council can find that the sorting and packaging of returned beverage containers is not
the kind of “processing” that Glenwood implies. In fact, the inputs (unsorted bottles and cans)
and outputs (sorted and crushed bottles and cans) are no different than the inputs and outputs of
the bottle return machines that are common in grocery stores. The fact that these outputs are
taken to OBRC’s processing center for actual recycling after being deposited at its redemption
centers belies the assertion that the Redemption Center is a recycling or processing center.
Finally, the appearance of the equipment at the Redemption Center, which includes conveyor
belts and other sorting machinery, does no more to make the Redemption Center an industrial
use than does the mechanical equipment and conveyor systems behind the lanes at a bowling
alley make a bowling alley an industrial use.
For these reason, the Council should reject Glenwood’s argument.
f.

“LUBA did not reject Glenwood's claim that the BCRC is a Recycling
Center, LUBA remanded that issue to allow the City to consider it first.”

RESPONSE: It is true that LUBA did not conclude that the Redemption Center is allowed in the
CS zone and remanded the issue to the Council. Elowever, Glenwood and Jesuit have both
argued that the Redemption Center obviously meets a “plain language” definition of recycling
center. The fact that LUBA did not agree contradicts Appellants’ “plain language” argument.
g-

Glenwood's assertion that the City should address where BCRCs should be
allowed in the City through a legislative amendment is not inconsistent with
its position before LUBA.”

RESPONSE: Glenwood ties itself into knots to argue that it did not really mean what it said
when it argued before LUBA that a Director’s Interpretation is necessary to allow the
Redemption Center to continue its operations. The Council can summarily reject this argument
because it is inconsistent with Glenwood’s position before LUBA, but more importantly, because
BDC 10.50 requires a director’s decision in this instance, as explained above.
h. “The BCRC is an appropriate use in the IND zone.”
RESPONSE: The issue in this case is whether the Redemption Center is “substantially similar”
to uses permitted in the CS zone, not whether it is “substantially similar” to uses permitted in the
IND zone. In fact, only if the Council concludes that the Redemption Center falls within the
definition of “Salvage Yards, Recyeling Centers and Solid Waste Transfer Stations” are the use
allowances in the IND relevant at all.
Glenwood’s assertion that OBRC operates its redemption centers in industrial zones in other
jurisdietions is also incorrect in any relevant sense: of 25 redemption centers, only three are
located in zones that allow industrial uses, and of those, two are co-located with OBRC’s
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recycling plants. The third is located in a mixed industrial/commercial zone that also allows
“retail sales and services. See Applicant’s June 11,2018 Letter at Exhibit 2.
OBRC’s reasons for not wanting its Redemption Centers to be located in the IND are practical
ones. First, the Redemption Center generates a relatively large amount of single-occupancy
vehicle traffic, similar to a grocery store, that would certainly conflict with truck traffic in the
City’s IND zone. Second, the legislature intends that redemption centers be close to bottle
retailers to ensure that they are convenient for consumers, as explained in OBRC’s March 6,
2018 letter. Finally, the OLCC has already approved two convenience zones around the
Redemption Center, which the OBRC would likely violate if it had to move the Redemption
Center to an IND-zoned property, even assuming it could secure a different site (see OBRC’s
January 12, 2018 letter at Exhibit 1). And, doing so would violate the many contracts OBRC
has with Beaverton’s beverage retailers, as it testified at the June 19, 2018 hearing.
The Council should reject Glenwood’s argument for these reasons.
i.

“Other uses in the CS zone have not generated near the level of eomplaints
and opposition due to impacts after commencing operations.”

RESPONSE: Glenwood offers absolutely no evidence to support this argument, but even if it
had, the argument is meaningless for two reasons. First, whether other businesses have
generated complaints is irrelevant to the approval criteria. Second, according to the City’s code
enforcement officer, there have been no official complaints registered against the Redemption
Center as of June 11, 2018. See OBRC’s June 11, 2018 letter at Exhibit 4. OBRC recognizes
that a number of individuals are concerned about undesirable people and behavior they believe to
be attracted by the Redemption Center and to the extent that OBRC can take steps to ensure that
its customers do not cause nuisances, it has offered take such steps as conditions of approval and
a Good Neighbor Agreement. See OBRC’s June 26, 2018 letter.
The Council should reject Glenwood’s argument for these reasons.
4, Response to Arguments Raised by Jesuit High Sehool, Brendan and Holli Bridgens
and their family, Miehael Matsehiner, Joseph Conrad, Trisha MePharren and her
family, and Rick Skayhan and his family (collectively, “Jesuit and Certain
Individuals”)
Similar to Mr. Connor’s letter, Mr. Neffs July 3, 2018 letter for the most part reiterates
arguments already raised and addressed during the hearing and before. Nevertheless, what
follows is a summary of each of Mr. Neffs arguments followed immediately thereafter by
OBRC’s response.
The Redemption Center creates “tangible negative externalities which are
a.
unlike and distinct from the externalities caused by other nearby operating
businesses,”
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RESPONSE: Putting aside the fact that Mr. Neffs argument does not address the relevant
approval criteria, the record demonstrates that the City’s code enforcement officer has indicated
that there have been no official complaints registered against the Redemption Center. See
OBRC’s June 11, 2018 letter at Exhibit 4. Further, there is simply no evidence in the record that
supports a claim that noise, odor, trash, trespassing, and the like are unique and distinct to the
Redemption Center. Even so, OBRC recognizes that there are several neighbors, including the
Bridgens, who have experienced unfortunate behavior from a few patrons of the Redemption
Center. OBRC is committed to mitigating the negative externalities experienced by the
neighbors, as evidenced by the Good Neighbor Agreement outlined above.
If the City Council adopts the Director’s decision, they will set an
b.
“unfortunate precedent” that will allow siting of one or more redemption centers without
City of Beaverton land use review or conditions of approval.
RESPONSE: Mr. Neffs concerns are overblown. Establishing a new Redemption Center will
almost certainly require a new Type I Design Review, and the City may require conditions of
approval for Type I applications. BDC 50.35(3)(D). And, if a new redemption center was to be
sited in a new building, an applicant may need to go through a Type 2 or even a Type 3 review
process, which would certainly provide the City with opportunities to require conditions of
approval.
The City planner failed to consider that the Redemption Center is a
c.
Recycling Center” and erroneously believed no processing would occur on site.
RESPONSE: First, the approval criteria do not require a determination of whether the
Redemption Center is a “Recycling Center.” But even if they did, for the reasons stated above,
the Council should find that the Redemption Center is clearly not a “Recycling Center” - not in
size, not in intensity, not in purpose.
Second, as explained in depth above, the Director’s conclusion that the Redemption Center is
“substantially similar” to other uses in the CS zone does not require a determination of whether
“processing” is occurring in the back of the Redemption Center. More to the point, the sorting
and packing of returned beverage containers is not the kind of “processing” occurring in OBRC’s
processing centers.
A legislative amendment should be enacted in order to approve OBRC
d.
redemption center locations.
RESPONSE: As explained above, BDC 10.50 states that a Director’s Interpretation is required
in this instance.
If the City Council follows staffs suggestion, it will encourage an approach
e.
that “greatly discounts public notice and involvement and a plain reading of the BDC.”
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RESPONSE: Mr. Neff states that “assuming [‘Recycling Center’] is ambiguous, the BottleDrop
owners still completely ignore and fail to explain why they did not abide by BDC 40.25...”
OBRC has not ignored or failed to explain this issue. In its letter dated July 3, 2018, OBRC
explained that before the Redemption Center opened, both City staff and the applicant believed
in good faith that the Redemption Center could be approved through a Type I Design Review
and it was not until LUBA decided otherwise that there was any reason for either OBRC or the
City to require a public approval process. Mr. Neffs assertion also fails to recognize that the
Council can easily find that Appellants have now had a thorough opportunity to be heard during
this Appeal.
The Redemption Center must be analyzed as a principal use instead of an
f.
accessory use because it has characteristics different from reverse vending machines found
in grocery stores.
RESPONSE; Like his July 3 Letter, Mr. Neff refers to an unrelated land use decision, which
concerns the Beaverton Wal-Mart facility, to support his claim. That land use decision is not the
subject of this Appeal. Furthermore, regardless of whether the redemption use at a grocery store
is a primary or accessory use, it is an allowed use. OBRC acknowledges that more bottles are
processed at the BCRC location than traditional grocery store redemption facilities, but the fact
remains: the bottle redemption use has always been part of the uses allowed in the CS zone.
The BottleDrop owners at no time have been willing to engage in a genuine
gdiscussion about voluntarily relocating the Beaverton BottleDrop.”
RESPONSE: Nothing in the BDC requires OBRC to voluntarily offer to relocate its premises.
OBRC has invested tremendous resources in the Redemption Center and has many contracts
with grocery stores in the surrounding area. As the petitions in the record illustrate, thousands of
people in the surrounding area use the Redemption Center to redeem their bottle deposits and
consider it part of their monthly routine. OBRC would never propose as a solution to the alleged
problems that Appellants voluntarily relocate their businesses. Instead, OBRC believes the
better solution would be to enter into a Good Neighbor Agreement, which the record
demonstrates OBRC is willing to do.
The Redemption Center is fundamentally different from EcoBinary
h.
Electronics Recycling, Play It Again Sports, or Goodwill.
RESPONSE: In support of this argument, Mr. Neff states that OBRC identifies “three retailers
of used products which they argue will need to move to the Industrial District if City Council
determines BottleDrop is a Recycling Center. The BottleDrop Owners’ argument fails to
account for the differences between operations at the BottleDrop and these retail establishments’
See Mr. Neffs letter dated July 3, 2018. This argument fails for two main reasons.
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First, OBRC is not required to demonstrate that there are no differences between the Redemption
Center and these businesses. Rather, it simply offered them as examples of other businesses—
especially EcoBinary—that deal with reusable or recyclable material and are permitted in the CS
zone.
Second, Council is not tasked with trying to determine whether there are perceived differences
between uses in the CS zone. If that were the case, one could find that there are many
fundamental differences between Starbucks and the neighboring tattoo parlor, but no one is
suggesting that because differences between the two commercial businesses exist, that one
should move to an IND zone. The key legal issue in this Appeal is Criterion 4: whether the
Redemption Center is “substantially similar” to other uses permitted in the CS zone. As this
letter demonstrates above, OBRC has offered substantial evidence to support a finding that
Criterion 4 is met.
5. Conclusion
OBRC has provided substantial evidence and findings to support a Council decision affirming
the applieation. The real issue animating Appellants is not that the Redemption Center fails to
meet the criteria, but it is that certain property owners around the Redemption Center believe that
it attracts undesirable people and behavior. Flowever, it is simply not the case that these broader
societal problems, which have long been a part of life in larger cities but are now reaching
Beaverton, are eaused by OBRC or that petty nuisances occurring in the neighborhood are
intrinsic to the Redemption Center. There is also no evidence that forcing the Redemption
Center to cease operations will be a solution to these problems, even as they manifest in this
neighborhood. If the availability of beverage recycling facilities does draw individuals engaged
in problematie behavior, moving the Redemption Center somewhere else will simply induce
such individuals to congregate elsewhere.
Nevertheless, such concerns can be addressed in this application. OBRC takes neighborhood
concerns very seriously and has been in close contact with its neighbors, both directly and
through the Denny Whitford/Raleigh West Neighborhood Association. It offers conditions of
approval and a Good Neighbor Agreement which it believes will address many, if not all, of
Appellants’ concerns. Affirming the Director’s approval with these conditions in place will
allow Beaverton’s residents to continue to use the Redemption Center while minimizing its
impact on its neighbors.
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For the above reasons, the Council should affirm the Director’s decision with
Very truly yours.

Michael C. Robinson
MCR:jmh
cc:

Mr. John Andersen {via email)
Mr. Jules Bailey {via email)
Mr. Garrett Stephenson {via email)
Mr. K. C. Safley {via email)
Mr. Michael Connors {via email)
Mr. Michael Neff (v/a email)
Ms. Anna Slatinsky {via email)
Mr. Peter Livingston {via email)
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Proposed Conditions of Approval for OBRC Director’s Interpretation (DI2017-0003):
Continued operation of the Bottle Drop located on BCRC 9300 Beaverton Hillsdale Highway as a
permitted use pursuant to DI2017-0003 is contingent on compliance with the following conditions of
approval. Failure to comply with the conditions of approval could result in a revocation of the Director’s
Interpretation and an order to vacate the premises.
A. The applicant shall continually comply with the following conditions:
1. Roll down door accessing the loading dock on the east side of the building shall remain
closed while back room machinery is in operation, except during active loading and
unloading not to exceed a total of 60 minutes per day. All doors to the building shall be
used only for entry and exit of persons and materials only and shall not be propped
open at any time.
2. All improvements and agreements required below must be kept current and/or in good
repair to perform the intended function.
3. Prior to January 15th of each calendar year, provide and produce an annual report to the
Beaverton Community Development Department for the previous calendar year
containing a log of any neighborhood complaints received and how those complaints
were addressed.
B. Prior to September 1, 2018:
4. The applicant shall enter into a “Good Neighbor Agreement” with City of Beaverton for
the benefit of neighboring property owners and tenants. A draft of the agreement shall
be provided to the City Attorney and Planning Director for review and approval by
8/7/2018. The agreement shall describe mitigations and ongoing measures to ensure
the operation of the BCRC does not create undue impact on surrounding uses. The
Agreement shall include the following elements:
a. Mitigation measures consistent with recommendations of the noise study.
b. Provide full time on-site security during all business hours;
c. Provide regular security patrols on an hourly basis outside business hours.
d. Implementation of OBRC’s trespass policy.
e. Publication of a contact person with an email address for persons to submit
complaints or questions about the operation of the OBRC facility and a commitment
to respond within 72 hours to the complaint, if at all possible.
f.

Agreement to cooperate with the City, recognized neighborhood associations and
homeowners associations on any City plans to address larger societal issues
associated with homelessness and nuisance activities.

g. Agreement to cooperate with Jesuit High School on security issues concerning
Jesuit High School’s property.
h. A commitment to appear at homeowners associations and recognized
neighborhood association meetings when requested to address questions or
concerns about operation of the OBRC facility.
C. Prior to October 15, 2018:
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5. The applicant shall perform the following measure related to noise mitigation, including
completing any necessary permitting and construction activities related to these
improvements.
a. Provide a noise study prepared and stamped by acoustical engineer registered in
the state of Oregon that details measures needed to achieve compliance with BC
5.15 and minimize impacts on neighboring properties, including details for a noise
attenuating fence as required by (b) below.
b. Construct a solid fence or wall a minimum of six feet in height along OBRC’s east
property line from a point adjacent to Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway (consistent with
a sight distance analysis) to its property line on Club Meadow Lane. The material,
construction details, location and size of the fence or wall shall be consistent with
the noise study recommendations.
c. Installation of a sound-proof insulated loading dock door.
d. Installation of a sign at the pedestrian access to the OBRC facility stating, “Please
be respectful of our neighbors by not talking loudly, loitering or smoking on this
property.”
e. Installation of a six-foot solid fence on west side of the Bottle Drop window.
6. The applicant shall perform the following measure related to odor mitigation, including
completing any necessary permitting and construction activities related to these
improvements.
a. Measures to ensure the BCRC complies with BC 5.05.050 F. These shall include but
not be limited to installation of an “air knife” at main building entrance, and
operational measures such as a schedule for regular cleaning of interior and
exterior areas.
7. The applicant shall perform the following measure related to circulation and parking,
including completing any necessary permitting and construction activities related to these
improvements.
a. Remove stair connection to the neighboring commercial property and construct
fence, as desired by property owner.
b. Signing “Employee Only” parking for the parking spaces on the OBRC east property
line adjacent to the single family dwelling.
c. Signing the balance of the parking spaces not designated in (c) above to be occupied
a for a maximum of 20 minutes or while active container redemption is occurring.

8. The applicant shall permit and construct a solid waste enclosure that complies with the
standards of Section 60.05.20.2 of the Beaverton Development Code and provides
adequate gated access for the solid waste facilities to be accessed by the hauler.
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